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Abstract
Perturbations of electron density and total plasma radiation profiles were measured and simulated in

cases of both pure polystyrene shell and shell with Ti tracer (TESPEL) pellet injections into LHD
plasmas. After establishing an ionization balance up to Li-like impurity ions of the ablated material, a
good agreement between measured and simulated profiles was obtained taking into account pellet
deposition measured by ablation light with *3 cm accuracy and using "average ion" dependencies ofboth
the impurity charge state <Z(7")> and radiative rate <Q^a(T")>. No significant drift of the ablated material
was observed since the agreement was sensitive to the pellet deposition profile.
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1. Introduction
The convenient, "average ion" model for calcula-

tions of the charge state and loss rate radiation of
impurities in high-temperature plasmas [,2] is widely
used in modeling of SOL plasma, plasma energy
balance and "killer pellet" experiments t3-51.
Applicability of the steady-state, corona equilibrium
model of the "average ion" for description of "killer
pellet" experinrents with fast transient phase has to be
proved by means of both theoretical studies and

experimental o bservations.

Tracer Encapsulated Solid PELlet (TESPEL)
injection experiments in LHD which are described
below give a good opportunity to check this
applicability for different impurities since the tracer
material could be varied. Besides, these experiments can
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give new information about impurity pellet deposition
and its correspondence to the pellet ablation rate profiles

measured by pellet ablation light. A correspondence

between pellet ablation and deposition was observed in
impurity (Li, C) pellet injection experiments [6,7].
However, in hydrogen pellet experiments it was
observed that the resulting distribution of electrons is
better described by an assumption that the particles
produced at a given point in the pellet ablation are

spread more widely over the flux surfaces outboard of
the ablation location [8,9].

In this paper, new experimental information on
both problems mentioned above is presented.
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2. Apparatus and Experimental Results
TESPEL pellets are polystyrene (C3H3) balls of

0.70-0.85 mm diameter. It serves as a shell for a Ti
tracer material (4-6 balls of about 0.1 mm diameter) that

is put in the ball core [10]. In experiments, TESPEL was

injected with vo = 0.35-0.45 m./s velocities at the LHD
equatorial plane from outboard side. Pellet ablation rate

of both shell rV"6 and tracer material N,. was measured

by means of total pellet cloud light at specific lines of
shell Ho and tracer TiI using the light filters (656.3 +

1.35 nm) and (400.3 + I nm) correspondingly.

Absolute measurements of line-integrated total
plasma radiation were performed by means of two

arrays of AXUVD diodes which are situated in the same

toroidal position above and below the equatorial plane

with - 8o difference between viewing angles of the

AXUVD pin-holes. The plasma cross-sections in the

AXUVD and TESPEL toroidal positions have an

elliptical shape (- 0.8 x 1.6 m) elongated in the major

radial direction. Arrays have 16 (AXUVD Upper atay,
Iult, y1 signal) and I9 (AXUVD Lower array, Itlt. y)

signal) detectors so that their pin-holes provide about

5-7 cm distances between AXUVD channels in the

vertical direction y. It allows us to make tomography

reconstruction of the radiated power profile, P,uoo(P),

versus effective plasma radius, p, prior to pellet
injection.

Line integrated density evolutions z"(r,Rpp) were

measured using a l2 channel FIR laser interferometer

[11]. FIR beams have - 4 cm width and pass through the

plasma vertically where the plasma has a vertically
elongated cross-section at fixed major radius positions

Rpp. Abel inversion of FIR data provided radial profile

N"s(p) data prior the pellet injection.

Electron temperature profile data, 2"6(p), prior
pellet injection was measured by a multi (200) point TS

technique [2]. The 16 channels super heterodyne

receiver of 2a", harmonics provided temporal behavior

of electron temperature T"(t, p"c) at certain pegeradial

positions [13].
Figures l(a) and l(b) shows temporal evolution of

central line-integrated signals of electron density fuG,O),

upper 1g(1, 0) and lower fttl. 0t AXUVD arrays in case I
ofpure shell (a) and in case II of shell with Ti tracer (b)

injections. Measured pellet ablation rates ffpart(t) versus

time are shown in particles per second units. Particles

mean molecules for the shell material and Ti atoms for
the tracer.

One can see from Fig. 1 that after pellet ablation

starts at time /0, a fast transient occurs to a new quasi

steady-state of both electron density and plasma

radiation established at time tr. Duration /1-te differs for

case I and II. This difference might be due to a presence

of heavy Ti ions in case II leading to smaller values of
ion-sonic speed c, * ,El \ of ablatant flowing along

magnetic field lines. Another reason is that the time

needed for equilibrium ionization balance of Ti ions is

longer than for carbon ones. As can be seen from
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) where radial N"(p), T"(p) profiles at

times /s, /1 are shown, Z" of 0.5-l keV and N" of (3.5-

4.5) x 1013 cm-3 after pellet injection were measured.

According to calculations done in [14] by MIST code

[15], one can conclude that for these 2", N" values at

time ty a complete ionization of C occurs in case I and

ionization up to either Be- or Li-like Ti ions dominates

in case II. Times of subsequent ionization of Ti ions to
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Fig. 1 Temporal evolution of central line-integrated sig-
nals of electron density, n.lt,Ol, upper /r(t 0) and
lower /.(t, 0) AXUVD arrays. Measured ablation
rates of shell (dotted) and tracer (solid) are shown.
Thin vertical lines depict times 6 and ft: a - case I;
b - case II.
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He- and Hlike ionization states are much longer (50-80

ms) and comparable with the impurity transport time
(see ref. [14]). Since the amount of tracer Ti particles
(1.2 x l0t7) is much smaller than amount of shell
particles (- 1.55 x 1018 CsHs molecules for case I and

1.35 x l0l8fo: case II), the electron density increase

should not be a.ffected by detailed Ti ionization balance.

On the contrary, radiation in case II is mainly
determined b;r Ti ions as can be seen from Fig. I
comparing the radiation increases in two cases at time t1.

It is seen fronr Fig. I that after the establishment of
ionization balarce, a radiation perturbation due to a high

Z Ti impurity is 3-5 times higher in case II than in case

I.

3. Simulations and Discussion
We assunred that "average ion" model could be

applied for times after ty and simulated the line-
integrated density A4(Rnil = 4(rr,Rril - n"(rs,RFrp) and

radiation AIu,'$) = 1u,r(lr,y) - 1u,.1ro,y) increases

between times /r and /6. Since we have localized
perturbations due to pellet injection, simulation of line-
integrated quantities was done to exclude additional
uncertainties rvhich usually occur applying the Abel
inversion or tomography reconstruction for non-

monotonic proiiles.
For that, lrerturbed density profiles N"r@) = N"o@)

+ AN"r(p) shown in Fig. 2 were calculated at time /1.

The density increase just after pellet injection
AN"(p) = LNpu,r(P)<z(r"@))> was calculated using the

measured parr.icle deposition ANp-,(p) profiles and

<Z(7,)> dependence of the "average ion" model.
Assuming no drift of ablated material, the particle

deposition prc,file was easily reconstructed from the

pellet ANo",t(p,, = No* (p)dR / d p / (v rdv I d p) ablation rate.

Here, dVldp and dR/dp are p derivative of plasma

volume V(p) znd plasma major radius R(p) along the

pellet path (ser, delsilr in ref. [6]).
Perturbation LT.(p) of the electron temperature

profilejust aftor pellet injection was evaluated from the

energy balanct: equation N.(p)T.(p) = T.o(P)N.o(p) - 2/

3E1on on the magnetic surface. Thus, adiabatic plasma

cooling by cokl ablatant electrons and energy losses Elon

for ionization of the ablatant were taken into account.

Obtained AN"r'p), ANou.(p) and AT"(p) profiles were

diffused with 0.5 m2ls diffusion (heat conductivity)
coefficient during r1-rs = 3-5 ms duration of transient
rime. It resulterl in AN"1(p), ANo".tt(p) and AT.1(p) radial
profiles. Diffused profiles N"r(p) = N"o(p) + AN"r(p) and

T"t(P) = T"o(p) + LT.(p) are shown by thin solid lines in
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Fig. 2 Electron density and temperature profiles prior
(thick) and after (thin) pellet injection. N"o(p), 7"0(p)

profiles are fit curves to experimental data.
Measured ablation rate profiles of shell (dotted)
and tracer (solid) are shown. Profile 7.(f,, pece) is
shown by boxes: a - case I; b - case II.

Fig.2. lt is seen from Fig. 2 that these calculated Z"r(p)

values are slightly higher than the measured T.(pBcB, t)
shown by boxes in case I and essentially higher than one

for case II. It might be due to additional electron energy

losses of radiation which had not been taken into
account in the energy balance equation solved.

For subsequent calculations of line-integrated
Ate(RFrR) and AInrO) signals, we constructed Z"r(p)
profiles using Z"(psse, t1) profile up to its maximal
effective radius and the 2"1@) simulated as described

above. Evaluated N"r(p) (thin curve in Fig. 2) and

created Z"r@) (dashed curves in Fig. 2) profiles were

used for calculations of density and radiation
perturbations. Diffused ANo-tr (p) profiles of impurities
injected were used with corresponding "average ion"
model dependencies <Q.u6(7" )>, <Z(7.)> for C and Ti
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as well.
Results of comparison of measured and simulated

increases of An"(Rpp) and radiation A1u.r-Cv) are shown

in Fig. 3 (case I) and Fig.4 (case II) correspondingly.

For calculations of the A1u.l0) radiation increase we

additionally took into account a perturbation of the

intrinsic impurity radiation Pi"o{p) = P1n,.s(pxl +

LN"(p)lN"s(p)). Because of unknown radial distributions

of all intrinsic impurity species, we assumed here that

4"oo(p) is determined by radiation of intrinsic impurities

prior to pellet injection (neglecting the bremsstrahlung)

and neglected a perturbation of I", i.e. assumed that a
radiative rate <Q,u6(7")> is unchanged for them.

One can see that this line-integrated P1n,.1(p)

perturbation (dashed curves) is comparable with a

perturbation caused by ablatant (dotted curves) in case I

Shot #26541

(Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)) and it issignificantly smaller than

the one in case II (Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)) due to Ti tracer

radiation. It is seen from Figs. 3 and4, that both density

and radiation increases due to pellet injection are rather

well reproduced using "average ion" dependencies for
both <Z(T,)> and <Q,ua(T")>. Some discrepancies of
A1u10) profiles may be connected with simplifications
of modeling (for instance, a radiation perturbation of
intrinsic impurities in case I etc.). The temperature 0.3-1

keV range of interest is seen from Fig. 2 as well. It
means that the main impurity radiation should be in the

VUV and SXR spectral regions, so that the lower
sensitivity of the AXUVD detectors in the visible
spectral range does not falsify our comparison.

Simulations have shown that calculated density and

radiation increases are rather sensitive to the pellet
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Fig. 3 Measured (boxes) and calculated (thick solid) per-
turbations of line-integrated electron density
A4(F.,.) and radiation Ll".r(y\. Perturbations of
Llul(yl signals due to TESPEL injection (dotted)
and due to perturbation of intrinsic impurity radia-
tion (dashed) are shown. Shell injection in shot
#26541 (case I).
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Fig. 4 Measured (boxes) and calculated (thick solid) per-
turbations of line-integrated electron density
A4(F.,.) and radiation Llullyl. Perturbations of
Llu'(yl signals due to TESPEL injection (dotted)
and due to perturbation of intrinsic impurity
radiation (dashed) are shown. Shell with Ti tracer
injection in shot #26545 (case II).
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